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Text Classification
Text Classification:
is the
problem of classifying text into
categories or classes.
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Intermediate Training for Text Classification
• (Pruksachatkun et al., 2020): NLI and QA are the best.
• (Vu et al., 2020): SQuAD-2.0 is the most favourable.
However, only a few text classifications tasks and one language
model involved in their experiments.

Using SQuAD-2.0 as the intermediate task for Text Classification
• First, load a pre-trained LM and add a span classification head on top of it, and train it on SQuAD-2.0.
• Next, switch to a sequence classification head, and fine-tune it on downstream text classification tasks.

Performance for single-sequence text classification
Conclusion
tasks.

SQuAD2-tuned models for single-sequence text
classification tasks have mixed results.

Performance for pairwise classification tasks.

• SQuAD2-tuned models do
NOT have better performance, whether singlesequence or sequence-pair,
or data-rich or data-poor
settings, which suggests
that high-level inference
intermediate tasks may
not generally produce positive transfer as previously
thought.
• SQuAD2-tuned models are
more likely to have positive transfer results for QA
tasks, which suggests further research is needed to
investigate if task similarity
rather than task complexity
plays a significant role for intermediate training.
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